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Abstract 
A cellular automaton (CA) is called reversible (or injective) iff its global function is one- 
to-one. It has been shown by Toffoli that any (irreversible) k-dimensional CA is simulated by 
a k + l-dimensional RCA. In this paper, we show that any one-dimensional CA with finite 
configurations can be simulated by a one-dimensional reversible CA. This is proved by using 
the framework of partitioned CA (PCA). 
1. Introduction 
A cellular automaton (CA) is a system consisting of infinite number of identical fi- 
nite automata (called cells) which are placed uniformly in the space and each of which 
can communicate with neighboring cells. A reversible (or injective) cellular automaton 
(RCA) is a CA whose global transition function is one-to-one. More generally, a re- 
versible automaton (or computing system) is a “‘backward deterministic” one, in which 
every computational configuration (i.e., whole state) of it has at most one predecessor. 
Usual automata are generally irreversible since they can forget their previous states. 
In spite of such a strong limitation, reversible systems have very rich ability of infor- 
mation processing, and many interesting results have been shown about them (see e.g. 
P-41) 
Toffoli [9] showed that every (irreversible) /c-dimensional CA can be simulated by a 
k + l-dimensional RCA. From this result, computation-universality of two-dimensional 
RCA is concluded. As simpler computation-universal models of two-dimensional RCA, 
Margolus [5] gave a Z-state RCA with so called Margolus neighborhood, and Morita 
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and Ueno [8] showed two models of 16-state RCA with usual von Neumann neigh- 
borhood. For the one-dimensional case, computation-universality has been shown for 
three-neighbor RCA [7] and for two-neighbor (one-way) RCA [6]. 
However, until now, it has been an open problem [9] whether a k-dimensional 
irreversible CA can be simulated by a reversible one having the same dimension. In this 
paper, we solve this problem affirmatively for k = 1 provided that the configurations 
are finite. We use a partitioned CA (PCA), a subclass of a usual CA, introduced in [7], 
and design a one-dimensional reversible PCA that simulates a given irreversible one- 
dimensional CA. The framework of PCA makes it easy to handle garbage information 
generated by irreversible transitions of the CA, and we can easily design a reversible 
PCA. 
2. Definitions and preliminaries 
Definition 2.1. A deterministic one-dimensional three-neighbor cellular automaton 
(lCA(3)) is a system defined by 
A = @‘, Q, f, +9, 
where Z is the set of all integers, Q is a non-empty finite set of internal states of each 
cell, f : Q3 + Q is a mapping called a local function, and # E Q is a quiescent state 
which satisfies f (#, #, #) = #. 
A configuration over Q is a mapping a : Z -+ Q. Let Conf(Q) denote the set of all 
configurations over Q, i.e., Conf(Q) = { ] tl a : Z -+ Q}. A configuration u is said to 
be finite iff the set {i 1 a(i) # #} is finite. 
The function F : Conf(Q)--, Conf(Q) defined as follows is called the globalfunction 
of A. 
Vi E Z: F(a)(i) = f(cl(i - l),cl(i),a(i+ 1)). 
We say A is a reversible (or infective) lCA(3) (denoted by lRCA(3)) iff F is one- 
to-one. 
Definition 2.2. A deterministic one-dimensional three-neighbor partitioned cellular 
automaton (lPCA(3)) is a system defined by 
P = (& (4 CJO, 9, (#, #, #)), 
where L, C, R are non-empty finite sets of left, center and right internal states of each 
cell, g : RxCxL-+LxCxR is a local function, and (#,#,#) E LxCxR is a quiescent 
state satisfying g(#, #, #) = (#, #, #). 
Let LEFT (CENTER, RIGHT, respectively) be the projection function which picks 
out the left (center, right) element of a triple in L x C x R. The global function G : 
Conf(L x C x R) ---f Conf(L x C x R) of P is defined as follows. 
Qi E Z: G(a)(i) = g(RIGHT(a(i - l)),CENTER(@(i)),LEFT(a(i + 1))). 
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Fig. 1. Domain and range of a local function 9 of lPCA(3). 
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Fig. 2. A state transition corresponding to the rule [r, c, I] + [/‘,I?, r’] of lPCA(3). 
We say P is globally reversible iff G is one-to-one, and locally reversible iff q is 
one-to-one. 
Intuitively, lPCA(3) is a subclass of lCA(3), where each cell is partitioned into 
three parts, and the next state of each cell is determined depending on the right part 
of the left cell, the center part of the center cell, and the left part of the right cell (not 
depending on the entire three cells) as shown in Fig. 1. 
For convenience, we use the notation 
[r, c, I] + [l’, c’, r’] 
instead of g(r,c, 1) = (Z’,c’,r’), and call it a rule of P (see Fig. 2). In what follows, 
we regard g as the set of such rules. 
As for lPCA(3) and lCA(3), the following results have been shown. 
Proposition 2.1 (Morita and Harao [7]). Let P be a lPCA(3). P is globally reversible 
iff it is locally reversible. 
Proposition 2.2 (Morita and Harao [7]). For any lPCA(3) P, there is a lCA(3) A 
whose global function is identical with that of P. 
By Proposition 2.1, globally or locally reversible IPCA(3) is called simply “re- 
versible” and denoted by lRPCA(3). Proposition 2.2 says that lPCA(3) is a subclass 
of lCA(3). 
By the above propositions, if we want to construct a reversible CA, it is sufficient 
to design a locally reversible PCA. 
3. Simulating a lCA(3) by a lRCA(3) 
We show that every lCA(3) of finite configurations can be simulated by a lRPCA(3). 
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Theorem 3.1. For any lCA(3) A with finite configurations, there is a lRF’CA(3) P 
that simulates A. 
Proof. Let A = (Z, Q, f ,#) be a given lCA(3). Here we assume that no non-quiescent 
state in Q becomes a quiescent state, i.e., ‘v’q E Q - {#}, Vp,r E Q [f (p,q,r) # #] 
(such a lCA(3) can be obtained by adding a quasi-quiescent s ate #’ to the state 
set). Furthermore, we consider only configurations uch that non-quiescent cells are 
connected. 
We now construct a lRPCA(3) P = (Z, (L, C,R), g, (#, #, #)) that simulates A. First, 
L, C, and R are defined as follows, where Q = (4” 1 q E Q - {##} } and Q, = {@, ) q E 
Q-{#>>. 
L=QuQ’u{#?,*}, 
C = Q, 
R=Q2U~U&U{#,*}. 
The local function g contains the following rules. 
(1) [#, p, #I-[#, p, #] foreachp.EQ. 
(2) [ #, P> * 1 + [ Pt #, [p,#]] for each p E Q - (#I). 
(3) [ #, PY 4 1 -+ [ P> #, hqll for each p, q E Q - {#). 
(4) [ #, #, 4 1 + [ $7 #, [#, q]] for each q E Q - { #} 
such that f (#, #, q) # #. 
(5) [ #, #, 4 1 -+ [ #, #, [#,q]] for each q E Q - {#} 
such that f (#, #, q) = #. 
(6) 1 #, #, # 1 + [ #, #, [#>#I1 
(7) HP,d #Y k&r11 + [[P941, s, r”] foreachp,qEQandrEQ-{#} 
such that f (p, q, r) = s. 
(8) KP,& #, k,#ll --) [[~,ql, s, # ] for each p E Q and q E Q - {#} 
such that f (p, q, #) = s. 
(9) [[P,#l, #, # 1 + [[P,#l, & # ] for each p E Q - {#} 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
such that f (p, #, #) = s. 
B 
r, 4, # 1 + [ #, 4, r” ] for each r E Q - {#} and q E Q. 
#, #,[%#ll-[#, #, *I 
#, #, [#,rll -+ [ #, #, f* ] for each r E Q - {#}. 
*, 4, # 1 + [ #, 4, * ] for each q E Q - {#}. 
r*, 4, # I+ [ #, q, ?* ] for each r, q E Q - {#I}. 
*, #, #I+[*, #, #I 
r*, #, #I-[*, #, F ] for each r E Q - {#I}. 
Let o! E Conf(Q) be an initial configuration of A. Then, P starts from the following 
configuration ct’ E Conf(L x C x R). 
ViEZ: 
if m(i) # # , 
if cr(i)=# and cr(i - l)## , 
if a(i)=# and a(i - l)=# . 
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Fig. 3. An example of state transitions of a lCA(3) A. 
We now explain how the above rules work. In P, the state of each cell of A is 
stored in the center part of the corresponding cell, and it is updated cell by cell from 
right to left in a sequential manner. This updating process is initiated by the signal “*” 
at the right end. 
Rule ( 1) is for keeping the center part state when no other signal exists. If the 
rightmost non-quiescent cell of P receives “P from the right, it sends its center part 
state p to the left and [p,#] to the right by Rule (2). Similarly, if a non-quiescent 
cell receives a state signal q from the right, it sends its center part state p to the 
left and [p,q] to the right (Rule (3)). This process propagates leftward sequentially, 
and Rule (4) or (5) is applied at the left end. Which rule (4) or (5) is used de- 
pends on whether the “left-growing condition” f(#, #,q) # # holds or not, where 
q is the leftmost non-quiescent state. When Rule (4) is used, then (6) is further ap- 
plied. 
If a cell receives a signal [p, q] from the left and [q, r] from the right, where p, q, 
and r are the states of left, center, and right cells of A at this position, it becomes 
a new state s according to the local function f, and sends [p, q] to the left and r” to 
the right by Rule (7). Rules (8) and (9) are for updating the states at the right end. 
Signals of the form ? are regarded as “garbage” or “heat” generated by irreversible 
transitions of A, and travel towards the rightward infinite portion of the cell space 
(Rule (10)). 
If all the cells are updated, the signal “*” or r”, appears at the left end by Rule 
(11) or (12) (depending on whether the left-growing condition holds or not). This 
signal travels rightward through the non-quiescent cells by Rule (13) or (14), and then 
restarts the updating process by Rule (15) or (16). 
Examples are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. If A acts as shown in Fig. 3, then P simulates 
A as in Fig. 4. 
The number of steps T(n) to simulate one step of A by P is easily calculated as 
follows, where n is the number of non-quiescent cells of A before transition. 
2n + 7 if the non-quiescent portion grows to both the direction, 
T(n) = 
2n + 6 if the non-quiescent portion grows only to the left, 
2n + 5 if the non-quiescent portion grows only to the right, 
2n + 4 if the non-quiescent portion does not grow. 
We can verify (by an exhaustive method) that any two distinct rules have different 
right-hand sides. Note that, in the above construction, the local function g is defined 
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Fig. 4. A lRPCA(3) P that simulates A. (The quiescent state # is indicated by a blank.) 
only on a subset of R x C x L that are needed for simulating A. However, apparently, 
there is a one-to-one extension of g to the entire Rx CxL. Thus, P is an RPCA(3). 0 
From Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 2.2, the following corollary is derived. 
Corollary 3.2. For any lCA(3) A, there is a lRCA(3) A’ which simulates A. 
4. Concluding remarks 
We showed that any irreversible one-dimensional CA can be simulated reversibly 
without increasing the dimension (the essential technique can be extended to higher 
dimensional cases, although it is complicated). However, our method requires a time 
proportional to the length of a configuration for one step of simulation. The following 
problems remain open when simulating an irreversible CA by a reversible one having 
the same dimension. 
1. Is it possible to simulate in a constant time? 
2. Is it possible to simulate a CA having infinite configurations? 
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